Design/Performance
- Flexible Body – can bend flat up to 180 degrees*
- 6.0" Curved HD OLED Screen with Corning® Gorilla® Glass 2 Protection
- Snapdragon 2.26 GHz Quad-Core Processor
- Rear Key Placement – ambidextrous, multi-purpose use of Power/Lock and Volume Keys
  *1 The flexibility of this product is limited. This phone may be bent flat up to 180 degrees for a limited period of time only. Do not bend inward or twist.

Productivity
- Dual Window – use two apps on a split screen simultaneously
- Slide Aside – instantly switch between up to three apps with a three-finger swipe
- QSlide Function – overlay up to two windows with adjustable sizing and transparency on the primary screen
- QuickMemo™ – create and share personalized memos by adding handwritten drawings or messages on-screen
- On-Call Notes – jot down notes during a call and retrieve them in a call log entry
- KnockON – wake the phone by tapping on the screen twice
- Quick Translator with Voice Mode – real-time translations of words, phrases, and sentences
- Multilanguage Support for Phone and Keyboard Input
- Polaris® Viewer 5 – PC-like office suite app for viewing documents, presentations, and spreadsheets
- One-Handed Operation – adjust position of the virtual keyboard or keypad
- AT&T DriveMode™ – silence notifications and set an auto-reply for emails, texts, and calls while you are driving
- AT&T Navigator® – spoken turn-by-turn directions showing real-time traffic and 360° destination views

Entertainment
- QuickTheater – direct access to videos, images, and YouTube content
- Fluid Lock Screen – lock screen wallpaper changes with device position or time of day
- QuickRemote – control compatible TVs, Blu-ray® players, cable provider set-top boxes, and more
- VuTalk – draw and share notes in real time between compatible devices
- Guest Mode – create a separate unlock screen pattern for guests with pre-set access and restrictions2
- Privacy Keeper – hide caller information for incoming calls; swipe screen to reveal information
- Plug & Pop – automatically launch features or apps when you plug in a USB cable or headphones
- Smart Ringtone – ringtone volume automatically adjusts based on ambient noise
- Smart Screen – display setting keeps the screen active when phone detects eye movement
- Smart Video – video temporarily pauses when phone detects eyes are not looking at the screen
- Front and Rear Notification LEDs – customizable colored light alerts for alarms, calendar reminders, new messages, missed calls, and more
- Quiet Mode – specify times to turn off sound effects
- Life Square – create a photo journal with select photos, text messages, calls, videos, calendar events, and more
- Video Player with Touch Lock and Resume Play Function
- Music Player with Custom Audio Effects
- QuickMemo™ – create and share personalized memos by adding handwritten drawings or messages on-screen
- Media Sync (MTP) – transfer files or synchronize with Windows® Media Player
- Miracast™ – view content on a compatible larger screen
- SmartShare Beam – wirelessly receive multimedia content from compatible LG devices
- Wireless Storage – share files with your computer via Wi-Fi Direct
- Direct/Android™ Beam – share contacts, web pages, and more via Wi-Fi Direct® and Near Field Communication (NFC)
- A-GPS For Enhanced Location Accuracy

Connectivity
- AT&T 4G LTE Network1
- Wi-Fi® Hotspot™ – share a 4G LTE data connection with up to 8 compatible wireless devices2
- Bluetooth® Wireless Technology Version 4.0 LE
- Wi-Fi Connectivity – BDZ 11 a/b/g/n/ac
- Miracast™ – view content on a compatible larger screen
- SmartShare Beam – wirelessly receive multimedia content from compatible LG devices
- Wi-Fi Direct™ and Near Field Communication (NFC)
- A-GPS For Enhanced Location Accuracy
- Certain features may use more power and cause actual time to vary.

Specifications
- Processor: 2.26 GHz Quad-Core Processor, Qualcomm® Snapdragon 800 MSM8974 Chipset
- Network: GSM Quad Band/UMTS Tri Band/LTE
- Frequencies: GSM B50/900/1800/1900 MHz; UMTS: B50/1900/2100MHz; LTE Bands 2, 4, 5, 17; Roaming: 1, 3, 7, and CA
- Data Transmission: GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, HSPA+, LTE
- Dimensions: 6.32" (H) x 3.21" (W) x 0.33" (D)
- Weight: 6.24 oz.
- Display: 6.0" Curved HD OLED Display (1280 x 720)
- Battery Capacity: 3,500 mAh
- Talk Time: Up to 19.4 Hours
- Onboard Memory: 32 GB (Up to 24 GB for User Memory)

Camera/Video
- Camera Resolutions: Up to 4160 x 31201 (4160 x 2340 default)
- Shot Mode – choose from Normal, Shot & Clear,1 Dynamic Tone (HDR),1 Panorama,1 VR Panorama,1 Cheese Shutter, Burst Shot,1 Beauty Shot, Dual Camera, Time Catch Shot,1 Intelligent Auto,1 Sports,1 and Night
- Cheese Shutter – use voice commands to capture a photo
- Customizable Brightness,1 ISO,1 White Balance,1 Color Effect,1 Timer, Auto Review,1 and Shutter Sound
- Video Resolutions: Full HD Up to 1920 x 1080
- Frame Rate: 60 fps, 30 fps default
- Recording Mode – choose from Normal, Live Effect, Dual Recording, and Tracking Zoom1
- Anti-Shaking* – reduce shaking in video recordings
- Pause & Resume Recording – pause and start in record mode for one continuous video file
- Video Editor – make and edit movies captured on-device
- Live Shot – take still shots while recording video
- Video Screenshot – capture still shots during video playback
- Tracking Focus* – tap to focus on an object while recording
- Live Zooming – zoom in/out on videos during playback
- Zoom to Track – track and zoom in on objects while watching a video
- Geotagging – location information with photos and videos

* Available only on rear-facing camera or camcorder.
1 Available in both camera and video modes.
2 Varies by video resolution. Video settings of UHD and FHD 60 fps do not support anti-shaking function.
3 Wi-Fi Direct™ and Near Field Communication (NFC)
4 A-GPS For Enhanced Location Accuracy
5 AT&T’s 4G LTE network not available everywhere.
6 Miracast™ – view content on a compatible larger screen
7 Bluetooth® Wireless Technology Version 4.0 LE
8 Certain features may use more power and cause actual time to vary.

Accessories
- Standard Battery*
- Travel Adapter and USB Cable*
- Bluetooth Mono Headset (HBM-290)
- Bluetooth Stereo Headset (LG TONE ULTRA™ HBS-800, LG TONE+™ HBS-730)
- Miracast Certified Wireless HDMI® Adapter (DWD-300)
- Vehicle Power Adapter
- Included with phone.
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